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Across  
    

1 Meeting of witches in German folklore held  25 Final ruling dynasty of imperial Russia with 

 on eve of Spring on eerie summit of Brocken   striking double-headed eagle on coat of arms  

 mountain (featured in Goethe’s Faust and  (last members granted sainthood in Russian 

 Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wolf?)  church with title of Passion-Bearers due to 

13 Marvelous supermarket at 614 Sydney Road,   Christlike deaths on 17 July 1918) 

 Brunswick (on site of futuristic Padua movie  27 Flamboyant Pope who excommunicated 

 palace)  Luther in 1520 after publication of outspoken 

14 Colourful, woven outerwear associated with  tract regarding sodomy in the Vatican 

 Clint Eastwood and Jerry Garcia 28 … de cœur Impassioned appeal (from heart) 

15 Regret 30 Popular express with frequent fliers Bill 

16 Visionary Austrian architect known for  Clinton, Alan Dershowitz and Prince Andrew 

 arresting Chicago Tribune Building design 31 Candidate in 1962 political thriller by John  

 proposal of 1922 and sordid personal life  Frankenheimer (known for eerie presaging of 

18 Pertaining to culture of the Philippines  subsequent events) with Frank Sinatra as  

20 Ancient unit of length based on measurement   disturbed ex-POW and Lawrence Harvey as 

 from elbow to tip of middle finger (used by  tragic pawn in Communist plot to rule world 

 Yahweh in building instruction revealed to 34 Seminal Krautrock band (Landed etc.) 

 Noah and Moses) 35 Sebastian Tombs or Shirley Temper (initials) 

21 Vietnam vet rock singer in 60s known for 36 French psychoanalyst known for addition of 

 Mersey beat Que Sera, Sera (with Playboys)  “mirror” to psychosexual stages (oral, anal, 

23 Canaanite neighbour to south held in contempt   phallic, latency, genital) of Freud (called by 

 by ancient Israelites (“Moab is my washpot:   Noam Chomsky “an amusing and perfectly  

 over … will I cast out my shoe” etc.)   self-conscious charlatan”) 
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Across (contd.)  
  

37 Prolific Austrian American director (Laura, 8 Discontinued line of US shoe polish chiefly  

 The Man with the Golden Arm, Exodus etc.)   associated with coarse expression 

 and actor (Mr. Freeze) (initials) 9 Smoker, drinker, entity, interventionist god,  

39 Nahum Goldmann (initials)  combatant, Catholic 

40 Der, die, das, le, la, les, il, el, los, las, ال etc. 10 Controversial process involving freezing of 

42 Internal investigation (initials)  bodies (or body parts) for an indefinite period 

43 “We got sunlight on the sand / We got moon-  of time awaiting reanimation at some point in 

 light on the sea / We got mangos and bananas  the future when technology has been invented 

 you can pick right off a tree / We got volley-  (Walt Disney’s head etc.) 

 ball and ping-pong and a lot of dandy games! 11 Heidelberg University (initials) 

 What ain’t we got? We ain’t got …!” South 12 Billy Graham, Oral Roberts, Jimmy Swaggart,  

 Pacific  Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker, Jerry Falwell,  

46 Pertaining to Heaven  Pat Robertson, Joel Osteen etc., etc. 

49 Albert Camus or Ann Coulter (initials) 17 Particular amount of money 

51 Immeasurably long period of time (not yuga) 19 Inexplicable first name of pioneering US 

52 “Les hommes ne seront pas libres tant que le   televangelist Roberts 

 dernier … ne sera pas étranglé avec les tripes  22 Bass-baritone role in Wagner’s Der Ring des 

 du dernier prêtre” Diderot (attrib.)  Nibelungen (based on Odin with fiery death 

53 Wood from hardy, desert tree of genus acacia   at Ragnarök portrayed in Götterdämmerung) 

 used by Aaron to build Ark of the Covenant  24 Best known role in Swedish cinema 

 to specifications revealed by I AM on Sinai 26 Term from 19th century psychiatry for a  

57 New fragrance by Rihanna described as   person with an obsessive, all-consuming, 

 “superflirty” and “floral” (in pink bottle)  pathological preoccupation with one thing 

58 Name shared by pioneering masterwork of 28 Arm, easy, Eames, rocking, swivel, dentist,  

 F.W. Murnau with George O’Brien as simple  of Saint Peter, electric etc. 

 farmer persuaded by vamp to kill wife and 29 Violent resistance group associated with  

 popular TV breakfast show with Kochie  Gerry Adams and Bobby Sands 

59 Dr. Arbuthnot or Don Adams (initials) 32 Tragic hero of Zola’s L’Œuvre based on Paul  

60 Poetic simile for Hell  Cézanne breaking heart of boyhood friend 

62 Martin Luther, Henry VIII, Baruch Spinoza,   (initials) 

 Joan of Arc, Girolamo Savonarola, Pope 33 Popular music genre (for sophisticated young 

 Formosus (in posthumous trial of disinterred  people) 

 corpse known as the Cadaver Synod of 897) 38 Chinese American architect known for Rock  

 etc.  Roll and Hall of Fame, Cleveland and Louvre 
 

Down 
 pyramid with secret compartment for remains 

 of Mary Magdalene 

1 Grand thoroughfare in East Berlin known for  41 Ezra Pound or Eric Pearce (initials)  

 administrative buildings of Nazi era and  44 Marvelous Italian actor best known for  

 Curry at the Wall on corner of Zimmerstraße   starring role in Fellini’s The White Sheik  

 in Mitte (with bear holding giant sausage)  (with first initial) (1, 5) 

2 In the past 45 Instruction from physician to pharmacist for 

3 Priest of ancient Troy killed with sons by   provision of medication to patient such as  

 giant snakes for warning Trojans about horse   Saflutan eye drops for glaucoma 

 and saying “Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes” 47 Adorable boy robot from Japan adopted by 

4 Universal Pictures (initials)  Dr. Packerdermus J. Elefun (after abandon- 

5 Ancient esoteric society with secret spiritual  ment by heart-broken inventor having created  

 knowledge revealed in mysterious texts in   him as replacement for dead son) 

 17th century Germany (regarded an elaborate  48 Toxic defoliant used in 20th
 century war crime 

 ludibrium like the Priory of Sion or Jewish  (named after distinctive coloured-coded stripe  

 conspiracy to take over world)  on can) (initials) 

6 George Negus (initials) 50 Leading brand of disposable wipes for spills 

7 Insane Clown Posse (initials)  in home 
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Down (contd.)  
  

54 Iraqi National Congress (initials) 56 Marvelous early Utrillo (initials) 

55 The Invisible Man (initials) 61 Irish eyes (initials) 
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